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I tried to fight against what I once thought couldn't be
won
It took some time it took my strongest will not to
swallow such a bitter pill
Your flattering words promising letters look like a
mirage now
I was so mistaken my blinding faith and trust were all to
blame
These unanswered questions that used to tear me up
inside
That used to cross my mind a thousand times and to
nearly bring tears to my eyes
It's time to leave and not regret it's time to live and just
forget

No matter how hard my pride was hurt
No matter how long I stood here drowning
And again I've picked myself off the ground and set
myself (free)
From this overwhelming weight of past memories

I tried to fight against what I once thought couldn't be
won
It took some time it took my strongest will not to
swallow such a bitter pill
Your flattering words promising letters look like a
mirage now
I was so mistaken my blinding faith and trust were all to
blame
These unanswered questions that used to tear me up
inside
That used to cross my mind a thousand times and to
nearly bring tears to my eyes
It's time to leave and not regret it's time to live and just
forget

No matter how hard my pride was hurt
No matter how long I stood here drowning
And again I've picked myself off the ground and set
myself (free)
From this overwhelming weight of past memories
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It doesn't mean anything to me as it used to be
The sorrow our memories our story you and me
No matter what were the answers
To these questions I've never found out
I got you outta my mind
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